Tips for Choosing a Reader – LEVEL 4

- Pictures have less importance to the story.
- Words appear in smaller print.
- Page has little empty space.
- Book often tells a story in a different way, such as fantasy, mystery or science fiction.
- Book contains more challenging ideas.
- Book may include more complex humor.
- Book might have chapters in which each story is longer.

Level 4 Readers @ Pierce County Library

Minnie and Moo and the Seven Wonders of the World  E Cazet
Cork and Fuzz: Short and Tall  E Chaona
Inspector Hopper  E Cushman
Best Friends for Frances  E Hoban
Frog and Toad are Friends  E Lobel
George and Martha  E Marshall
Amelia Bedelia  E Parish
I Am Not Going to Get Up Today  E Seuss
Nate the Great  E Sharmat
Cowgirl Kate and Cocoa  E Silverman
Commander Toad in Space  E Yolen
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